
SOLUTIONS… 

PERFORMANCE… 

GUARANTEED… 



SOLUTIONS… 
is the only cushioned, crack proof, maintenance free surface designed and proven to 
solve the existing problems and costly repairs of cracked courts. 

is not a short-term or temporary crack repair product. unlike other crack repair 
systems that only address the existing crack problems, PREMIER COURT® protects the 
existing cracks from further deterioration and new cracks from becoming costly 
repair problems. 

patented, Free Floating design ensures long-term success because it covers the 
entire court area, secured only at the perimeter, creating a Weather Proof Barrier. 

WILL NOT CRACK – GUARANTEED FOR 25 YEARS. 
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is the safest, most comfortable, world-class cushioned surface ever developed. 
PREMIER COURT® is the chosen surface of ATP Tour and WTA Tour Events; Davis &
Federation Cup Events; and many other Pro-Am Events. 

can be used for both indoor and outdoor installations and has proven 100% successful in 
every geographic and climate region of the world. 

is the ideal surface for rooftop and garage deck courts, and is a great surfacing option for 
courts that have little or no access due to construction restraints or mature landscaping. 

Nelson Residence, Oahu, HI Columbia University, New York, NY Bayfront Condominiums, Naples, FL 



GUARANTEED… 
PREMIER COURT® sets the standard for the sports surfacing industry by providing the most complete warranty
for a sports surface, creating unparalleled protection for your investment. 

Centennial Park, Columbia, MD Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 

has proven 100% successful in every geographic and climate region around the world. 
Due to this success and based on the fact that we have never had a warranty related 
claim, SPORT COURT PREMIER® has a standard TWENTY-FIVE (25) YEAR 
WARRANTY. 

 SPOT COURT PREMIER® 



PERFORMANCE… 
PREMIER COURT® is the only surface that provides real impact absorbing cushion 
and traditional hard court playability (ball bounce, ball speed and player footing) put to 
the test and proven by the world’s best players. 

The governing body of tennis worldwide is the International Tennis Federation (ITF). The 
ITF has established performance standards for tennis surfaces, as well as approval criteria 
for surfaces featured at championship events around the world. Both the United States 
Tennis Association (USTA) and the United States Tennis Court & Track Builders 
Association (USTC&TBA) defer to the ITF with regards to these standards 
and procedures. Additionally, the ATP Tour also evaluates surfaces. PREMIER 
COURT® has been proven to provide the most cushion available (225 percent more 
cushion than the US Open courts) combined with virtually the exact 
performance characteristics (ball bounce, ball speed, player footing, etc.) as what 
has become the standard for hard court performance – the US Open courts at Flushing 
Meadows. PREMIER COURT® is a cushioned soft court that plays like a hard court. 

Ultimately, PREMIER COURT® provides results that no other surface in the world can 
match. One must ensure that if a comparison is attempted between SPREMIER 
COURT® and a surface claiming to be an option or alternative, these claims must be 
supported with facts. PREMIER COURT®‘s performance is supported by testing results, 
as established by the ITF, and play tested by the ATP Tour. Please contact us for the 
test results. 

One very important advantage of PREMIER COURT® is that the Pace 
performance (speed of play) can be customized for slow, medium or fast to accommodate 
all skill levels of play. 

All of these performance characteristics combined are the reasons why PREMIER 
COURT® has been the selected surface for Davis Cup Events, Federation Cup Events, 
ATP Tour Events, Senior Men's Tour Events, WORLDTEAM Tennis Events, as well 
as Associated Professional Events around the world. 



The graphical representation on the next page is designed to show why Sport Court Premier® is the most 
cost effective cracked court solution based on cost and warranty coverage versus traditional methods of 
repairing cracked asphalt or concrete courts. The data presented is based on a standard single court 
requiring two hundred (200) linear feet of crack repair and application of three acrylic recreation coatings 
and the playing lines. All costs and warranties are based on a national average and may vary slightly. 

NOTE: Color to the left of the descriptions below denotes corresponding color on chart. 

Traditional Crack Fill: This column represents what is considered to be the standard, minimal 
work of cleaning and filling of the cracks and complete resurfacing. There is no service or product 
warranty against cracking with a traditional crack fill and the cracks will re-open and further 
deteriorate within the first two to six months. 

Flexible Multi-step Crack Repair System: This column represents a traditional crack fill plus the 
application of a flexible fabric adhered to the existing court directly over the repaired crack. One 
example of a multi-step crack repair system would be our Guardian® Crack Repair Product which 
provides a one year service warranty and a three year product warranty. 

Asphalt Overlay: Represents the installation of a paving fabric over the existing cracks and new 
paving layer of two-inches of new asphalt over the existing court. An asphalt overlay may also 
consist of a stone dust layer over the existing court prior to the new asphalt application. On 
average, an asphalt overlay will provide one (1) year service warranty and no product warranty 
against cracking. Additionally, asphalt overlays traditionally begin cracking within three to five 
years. 

Concrete Overlay: Represents primarily a post tension concrete deck system that is very hard, 
unforgiving and costly. Typically, a post tension concrete court will have a three-yea service 
warranty and no crack-free product warranty. 

Asphalt Reconstruction: Represents typically the pulverization of the existing court, re-grading 
with the addition of new sub-base stone when necessary, paving of the new asphalt and 
application of the new acrylic coatings. An asphalt reconstruction, on average, will hold a one (1) 
year service warranty but no crack-free product warranty and traditionally will begin cracking in 
approximately seven years. 

PREMIER COURT®: Represents our 25-year Crack Free Guaranteed Product that is 
installed directly over the existing asphalt or concrete court. Not only is PREMIER 
COURT® the solution for cracked courts, but also is the most resilient cushioned system 
available today. The typical PREMIER COURT® project comes with a five-year service 
warranty and our 25-year product warranty. 
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WHY IS PREMIER COURT® THE BEST AND MOST
COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTION?  

Refer to the PREMIER COURT® versus other Crack
Repair or Construction Options and Warranty 

Comparison 



Why PREMIER COURT®?

PREMIER COURT® is the only sports surface that will not crack and will eliminate the
reappearance of existing cracks. PREMIER COURT® is the only maintenance free sports surface
that provides the benefits of real impact absorbing cushion. Cracking is the number one reason for 
costly repairs and maintenance of courts. Traditional crack repair methods have always failed and will 
always fail, but PREMIER COURT® is the solution.

Premier Concepts, Inc’s research and development concluded that for a surface to not only prevent 
existing cracks from worsening but also prevent future cracks from developing, the weatherization 
process needed to be stopped, or at least greatly reduced. Weatherization is the daily, weekly and 
seasonal damage climate and weather cause to a court. Conditions ranging from extreme hot to extreme 
cold, arid to humid, and from rain to ice and snow all work to damage and deteriorate courts. In 1989, the 
research and development program began that included the successful installation of over  fifty prototype 
courts, and in 1993 Premier Concepts, Inc was granted a patent for the product and began 
installing courts both nationally and internationally. With over 2,000 installations worldwide, 
PREMIER COURT®  has proven to reduce or eliminate the weatherization process and has
been 100% successful. PREMIER COURT®s success is unparalleled and it continues to lead the
sports surface industry by featuring the most comprehensive and complete warranty in the 
industry, with guaranteed warranty coverage for TWETY-FIVE (25) YEARS at no additional cost! 

SPORT COURT PREMIER® is the solution players, court owners and facility managers can all agree on. 
Not only is SPORT COURT PREMIER® a crack proof, crack free, maintenance free tennis surface, 
it also provides world-class playability and cushioned tennis play. PREMIER COURT® has been
featured in Davis Cup and Federation Cup Tournaments, ATP sanctioned events, WTA sanctioned 
events, WORLD TEAMTENNIS events and many high profile events. PREMIER COURT® is the only
surface of its kind to be tested according to the International Tennis Federation’s criteria for Tennis Court 
Surfaces. PREMIER COURT® is a championship caliber surface that everyone will want to play on.

PREMIER COURT® is distributed and installed through trained contractors and agents in the US and
internationally. No surface comes close to providing  the benefits, feel and world-class playability of 
PREMIER COURT®.








